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[ WINTER WILD ]

The Autumn/Winter 2015 
catwalks saw an array of cool 
new hair trends. Some of 
our favourites include short 
choppy fringes, braids and 
plaits, the wet-look hair look, 
and obviously experimental 
bold colours, such as the pink 
hues at Gucci and the white-
blonde washes at Temperley 
London. 

The new season also saw a 
return of poker straight hair 
and sultry centre partings, 
sculpted clean ponys, the 
comeback of hair accessories, 
and namely pretty pins - such 
as those at Dolce & Gabbana.

Stay ahead of the fashion 
pack with our full rundown 
of AW15’s top hair trends...
This fall, your statement 
accessories are going to 
become one with your hair: 
J.W.Anderson’s scraped-back 
twists created a cool backdrop 
for the designer’s oversize 
geometric earrings; Simone 
Rocha’s textured waves 
looked best wrapped around 
the throat and layered with 
pearl necklaces; and Burberry 
Prorsum’s fuzzy waves were 
tucked into an oversize collar 
or scarf.

Hairstylist Lara Steer at DSalon in Ibrag shares the coolest AW15 hair spotted at Fashion Week.

 TREND 2 > BOLD COLOURED HAIR
We’re loving the stoned-washed hair colours that rocked the 
Fashion Week’s runways. Head-turning unusual bold hair colours 
made an impact and were sported by some of the coolest models 
around. Stone wash powdery silvery/petrol hues are a big trend 

TREND 1 > RED HAIR RULES  
From Rianne van Rompaey to Varya Shutova, Pre-Raphaelite 
beauties have been dominating the runways this week, but no 
further proof of the industry’s redhead mania was needed than 
when 90s supermodel Maggie Rizer appeared at Prabal Gurung 
with a deep red rinse that added a new knockout depth and 
dimension to her famous mane.

TREND 3 > ACCESSORISE  
Thanks to the irreverence of the top hair stylists, hair 
accessories are staging a big comeback. Among the most 
successful was Prada’s glittering hair slide, shiny blindfolds at 
Fendi and Chanel, and of course the floral option from 
Dolce & Gabbana. Be it little head bands or chunky ponytail 
cuffs, it’s very much okay to accessorise and bling it on a little, 
as long as it looks fashionably cool. 
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  TREND 4 > HEALTHY HAIR  
Seen on nearly every runway, this is the hair trend that’s impossible 
to miss. Wavy, straight, untreated, or lightly crimped, when it comes 
to hair, perfect healthy hair is the new black. There’s no excuse to 
not having healthy locks in 2016, with the launch of revolutionary 
repairing treatments that truly rebuild the hair’s integrity once 
added to your hair colour mix. Only available at leading salons, this 
is the secret for 2016 to shine and repair in one.


